Here in California, we’re starting to enjoy cooler weather and our first rain… 2022 is winding down. CNPRC received a great score (19) last month on the review for our next 5 year base grant. With that successful achievement, after a 40 year career beginning as a freshman undergraduate working in a Coccidiodomycosis lab, I am transitioning to a part time position. In this role I will finish up several projects and continue to oversee PAL operations. We look forward to continuing to provide the best possible laboratory support for your animal management and research.

Please see the Journal of Medical Primatology for some recent publications:


It’s hard to believe that it’s already time to plan for the end of the year holidays.

**Nov 21-25**
**Dec 22-Jan 2**

During these time periods, please do not ship samples to us without calling or emailing in advance so we can proactively try to prevent any shipping problems.